
Inconvenienced by hand 
hygiene product and 
dispenser discontinuations?

Some hand hygiene manufacturers are discontinuing multiple  
soap / sanitizer SKUs and the dispenser platforms that support them. 
This will require a complete dispenser conversion. The manufacturer’s 
remaining portfolio of products are not compatible with the discontinued 
dispensers. 

While this forced conversion is inconvenient, it also provides an opportunity to evaluate 
other hand hygiene programs in order to find the best products available to improve clinical 
performance while achieving cost savings. Altra dispensers are backwards compatible, 
therefore the same refills can be used across multiple generations of dispensers. Altra is also 
adding new dispensers to its portfolio of offerings that will utilize the same refills.

Service options tailored to your facility type and size. Request a free quote.
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Holistic Approach to Safeguard 
Your Environment. Customized 
Solutions to Meet Your Needs.



CLINICAL EVALUATION RESULTS
From a 14 hospital system in WI

“Using a quality soap that doctors and nurses 
want to use is the number one way to reduce the 
spread of hospital acquired infections (HAIs).”
CDC Hand Hygiene Guidelines
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A leading hand  
sanitizer manufacturer Both

If healthcare workers like the hand hygiene products, they will use those products and, as a result,
help prevent HAIs. Take the Altra Challenge and put Altra products to the test.

Altra A leading hand sanitizer 
manufacturer
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Through clinical evaluation, Altra consistently proves to be the preferred choice of healthcare workers 
due to the unique gentleness of the our products.

Acceptance = Compliance = Lower HAIs
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